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Since its founding in 2000,
Bimatech has grown from being 
a company to manufacture NC
workcentres to complete the
product range of the Bottero
Group, into a well-respected
manufacturer of glass processing
equipment. The company’s
machines, ranging from Pratica, 
its three-axes basic model, to the
five-axes and high versatility of
Multiwork, are presented in this
article, highlighting the features
and operations made possible by
their use.

imtech srl, a company of the Bottero Group,
was founded in the year 2000 with the aim
of designing and manufacturing NC work-

centres to complete the range of machinery of the
same Bottero Group.

The specific know-how of its founders - Luciano
Paci and Marco Tamburini - together with the
Bottero Group’s 30 years of experience of glass
processing, have enabled Bimatech to expand and
grow rapidly and to realize, in a short time, what
other companies have taken over 20 years of acti-
vity to do.

In fact, since 2000 up to now, the models designed
and commercialized by Bimatech have led to a range
of machines in which clients have no problems find-
ing the right product for their specific needs.

With machines ranging from the “three-axes entry
level” to extremely sophisticated high-performance
machines with five axes, Bimatech has, in its few
years of activity, become one of the major reference
names in terms of workcentres. 

The activities of Bimatech are carried out in two
locations: one in Pesaro and the other in Trana, near
the premises of Bottero.

At the facilities in Pesaro, activities such as
design, prototyping, sales and post-sales assistance
take place, while assembly, testing and shipping of
the machinery are carried out at the Trana premises.

Luciano Paci - Managing Director

BIMATECH SRL
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MACHINERY
Bimatech’s product range is made up of four

models: Pratica, Technorev, Multiwork and
Technogroove, which are commercialized in

different dimensions and equipped with various
accessories for improved specialization, as per
the precise needs of each client.

Pratica
Pratica, the basic model of

the line, has three controlled
axes and is supplied with a
work surface of 1,500 x

3,250 millimetres.
This model, specialized in

edge processing, drilling,
milling, and cutting with dia-
mond tools, was created with
technological solutions giving

the best price/performance ratio.

Technorev
Technorev, Bimatech’s higher-level machine, comes in two sizes, with

three or four axes, and working dimensions of
1,500 x 3,000 or 2,300 x 4,000 millimetres.

When equipped with four axes, the
performance of Technorev is
increased and, thanks to a
series of specialized tools,
can carry out addition-
al processes, such as
bevelling, shaped cut-
ting, bevels of 45°,
cutting using a flat or
concave disc saw, as
well as drilling with
two drill bits installed
on a single tool head.
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89Multiwork
Multiwork is able to carry out all the processes of the previous two machines,

exploiting the enormous potentiali-
ties offered by a five-axes
head, an extremely strong
load-bearing structure
and a large-dimensioned
worktable.

Multiwork is offered
with five axes and a work
surface of 1,900 x 3,500
and 1,900 x 5,700 mil-
limetres.

Technogroove
Bimatech’s shaped and

straight cutting machine,
Technogroove, has four-
axes and is available with
work surface of 1,500 x
3,000 millimetres.

All machines of the product range use the
same high-tech solutions, such as high-preci-
sion lasers for the measurement of tool con-
sumption and high- speed set-up of the work
surface, automatic programmes of finishing and
a complete and easy-to-use highly specialized
CAD/CAM management programme.

The extreme versatility of Bimatech’s work-
centres and CAD/CAM programme, also enable
the machines to be used in different sectors such
as marble, granite, and composite materials.

This flexibility has enabled Bimatech to
expand its commercial horizons with success,
also introducing its workcentres in the stone
processing sector.

At the same time, the versatility of Bimatech’s

workcentres has also offered its clients the
important opportunity to offer their business in
new areas, not possible before now. ■


